Articulating recruitment: are you fishing in the right pond?

Many legal employers are gearing up for a busy articling recruitment season this summer. If you’re hiring this year, you’ll be faced with a large number of applicants for roles in your organization. So, you’ve got quantity…but what about quality? Specifically, are you seeking the quality of applicants that would be most valuable to your business?

From court clerk to counsel: remembering Rajeev Vijan
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Faculty profile

Germán Morales Farah: International Business Law

Germán Morales Farah has been pushing his boundaries right from the beginning. Growing up in a small city in Argentina’s Cordoba province, he started English lessons when he was only four years old—his parents wanted him to have the advantage of learning a new language. But it wasn’t long before Germán began to express his interest in law.

Complimentary webinar

The Metaverse: Understanding Its Impact on the Practice of Law

Led by Aaron Grinhaus, founder of Grinhaus Law in Toronto and developing a virtual law office “Decentraland”, this complimentary webinar brings together a multidisciplinary panel of experts in law and technology to explain what the metaverse is, how creating and operating a virtual law firm works, and what experts in law and technology think the metaverse will mean for the practice of law.

Student Profile

David Thomas

On David’s journey from a small village in Wales, to promoting law in Toronto and developing OsgoodePD’s NCA exams prep program, he has helped 1900+ internationally trained lawyers. OsgoodePD
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